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Abstract: English character has been extensively studied in last half century and progressed to a level, sufficient to 

produce technology driven applications. But same is not the case for Indian languages which are complicated in terms 

of structure and computations. The problem arises in Devanagari character recognition provides less correctness and 

efficiency so we are using neural network and genetic algorithm to overcome that problem. Devanagari being the 

national language of India, spoken by more than 500 million people, should be given special attention so that document 

retrieval and analysis of rich ancient and modern Indian literature can be effectively done. Devnagari script include 

Marathi, Nepali , hindi and Sanskrit languages’. This report is intended to serve as a guide and update for the readers, 

working in the Devanagari  Character Recognition  area,  it  is now widely accepted  that a single  classification  

algorithm  can’t yields  better  performance  rate, so we are using here not only neural network but also genetic 

algorithm. Though, various  techniques  are well  experimented  by many  researchers,  an  attempt  is made  to  

enhance  the  existing results  by  using  features  like glcm ,histogram, color domino . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a day there are many new methodologies required for 

the increasing needs in newly emerging areas, with this 

methodologies there are many techniques are present for 

the character recognition of handprint Devnagri, Bengali, 

Tamil, China etc. But very few research is for printed 

material. So in our project we propose the Character 

Recognition for Devanagari Newsprint Scripts. 

Devanagari is the script used for writing many official 

languages in India, such as Hindi, Marathi, Sindhi, Nepali, 

Sanskrit, and Konkani, where Hindi is the national 

language of the country. Hindi is also the third most 

popular language in the world. Character Recognition 

(CR)[3] has been extensively studied in the last half 

century and progressed to a level, sufficient to produce 

technology driven applications. No matter which class the 

problem belongs, in general there are four major stages in 

the optical CR problem :scanning, segmentation, 

classification and feature extraction. The problem of 

recognizing handwriting, recorded with a digitizer, as a 

time sequence of pen coordinates is known as on-line 

character recognition .But it cannot be applied to 

documents printed or written on papers. Off-line character 

recognition is known as Optical Character Recognition 

(OCR).  Character recognition is a sub-field of pattern 

recognition in which images of characters from a text 

image are recognized and as a result of recognition 

respective character codes are returned. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 A :Devanagri  

Devanagari  देवनागरी Devanagari — compound of "deva" 

(देव) and "nāgarī" (नागरी) ), also called Nagari (Nāgarī,  

 
 

नागरी, the name of its parent writing system), is an 

abugida alphabet of India and Nepal. It is written from left 

to right, does not have distinct letter cases, and is 

recognizable (along with most other North Indic scripts, 

with few exceptions like Gujarati and Oriya) by a 

horizontal line that runs along the top of ful letters. 

Devanagari is the main script used to write Standard 

Hindi, Marathi, and Nepali. Since the 19th century, it has 

been the most commonly used script for Sanskrit. 

Devanagari is also employed for Bhojpuri, Gujari, Pahari, 

(Garhwali and Kumaoni), Konkani, Magahi, Maithili, 

Marwari, Bhili, Newari, Santhali, Tharu, and sometimes 

Sindhi, Dogri, Sherpa and by Kashmiri-speaking Hindus. 

It was formerly used to write Gujarati. The use of the 

name Devanāgarī is relatively recent, and the older term 

Nāgarī is still common.  
 

The rapid spread of the term Devanāgarī may be related to 

the almost exclusive use of this script to publish sacred 

Sanskrit texts. This has led to such a close connection 

between Devanāgarī and Sanskrit that Devanāgarī is now 

widely thought to be the Sanskrit script; however, before 

the colonial period there was no standard script for 

Sanskrit, which was written in whatever script was 

familiar to the local populace. 
 

Mr. Rakesh Kumar Mandal, N. R. Manna[10] worked over 

Hand Written English Character), here they used artificial 

neural network and Column-wise Segmentation of Image 

Matrix (CSIM). The overall program is divided into three 

parts, compression of the image matrix, segmenting the 

compressed matrix column-wise and training the net and 

finally testing the net by providing characters taken from 
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different individuals. Four characters A, B, C and D are 

taken initially for testing. The response of the experiment 

shows very good results for the first four alphabets. It was 

found that the neural network identifies each sample up to 

40% distortion of the test sample from the standard 

character. 

 

B. Indira and M. Shalini worked on classification and 

recognition[3] of Hindi printed character they used 

artificial neural network and  there is use of Back 

propagation algorithm is used to train each network with 

examples. Finally, after training the neural networks with 

proper set of examples of each sub group, the performance 

of the system is tested with various test patterns with and 

without noise. The system recognized the character which 

had a noise up to 40%. Overall performance of network is 

tested with test samples. It achieved a recognition rate in 

the range of 76% - 95% for various samples. Mr. Smit D. 

Thakur and Prof. Smita Sikchi[9] worked over Offline 

Recognition of Image for content Based Retrieval Here 

neural network is used for recognizing the character ,They 

found that the errors in recognizing printed Devanagari 

characters are mainly due to incorrect character 

segmentation of touching or broken characters. Because of 

upper and lower modifiers of Devanagari text, many 

portions of two consecutive lines may also overlap and 

proper segmentation of such overlapped portions are 

needed to get higher accuracy.  Sameeksha Barve  worked 

over optical character recognition[4], She used the 

methodology artificial neural network to recognize the 

character , At the current stage of development, the 

software does per-form well either in terms of speed or 

accuracy but not better. It is unlikely to replace existing 

OCR methods, especially for English text. Artificial neural 

networks are commonly used to perform character 

recognition due to their high noise tolerance. The systems 

have the ability to yield excellent results. The feature 

extraction step of optical character rec-ognition is the most 

important. A poorly chosen set of features will yield poor 

classification rates by any neural net-work. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

OCR:  Pre-processing 

The Paper document is generally scanned by the optical 

scanner and is converted in to the form of a picture. A 

picture is the combinations of picture elements which are 

also known as Pixels. The pixels contain basically two 

values ON and OFF. The ON value points that’s the pixel 

is visible and the OFF value points that’s the pixel is not 

visible. At this stage we have the data in the form of image 

and this image can be further analyzed so that’s the 

important information can be retrieved.  

 
                   Fig:1 Components of an OCR 

 Segmentation: 

In Character Recognition[1] techniques, the Segmentation 

is the most important process. Segmentation is done to 

make the separation between the individual characters of 

an image. The Devanagri words can be separated by 

removing Shirorekha. Each Separated character generates 

a sub-image. The Fig for Devanagari segmentation can be 

shown as follows: 

 

 
Fig2: Segmented image 

 

Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction is one of the most important steps in 

developing a classification system. This step describes the 

various features selected by us for classification of the 

selected characters. 

 

There are many features are extracted for the recognition 

of Devanagari characters for that we consider features as 

follows: 

i Histogram of individual characters 

ii GLCM (Gray level co-occurrence matrix) 

iii Color Domino 

 

Histogram plot: 

The histogram is graphical representation of distribution of 

data, the x-axis reflects the range of values in Y. The 

histogram's y-axis shows the number of elements that fall 

within the groups; therefore, the y-axis ranges from 0 to 

the greatest number of elements .The x-range of the 

leftmost and rightmost bins extends to include the entire 

data range in the case when the user-specified range does 

not cover the data range; this often results in "boxes" at 

either or both edges of the distribution. 

 
Fig3:  Histogram Plot 

 

GLCM: 

A statistical method of examining texture that considers 

the spatial relationship of pixels is the gray-level co-

occurrence matrix (GLCM), also known as the gray-level 

spatial dependence matrix. The GLCM functions 
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characterize the texture of an image by calculating how 

often pairs of pixel with specific values and in a specified 

spatial relationship occur in an image, creating a GLCM, 

and then extracting statistical measures from this matrix.  

Statistic Description 

Contrast 
Measures the local variations in the 

gray-level co-occurrence matrix. 

Correlation 

Measures the joint probability 

occurrence of the specified pixel 

pairs. 

Energy 

Provides the sum of squared 

elements in the GLCM. Also 

known as uniformity or the angular 

second moment. 

 

Color Domino: 

Surf and surfc functions get used for color parametric 

surfaces which get specified over X, Y and Z axis. 

 

Classification: The classification stage is the main 

decision making stage of an OCR system and uses the 

features extracted in the previous stage to identify the text 

segment according to preset rules. 

 

Neural network:- In machine learning, artificial neural 

networks (ANNs)[2] are a family of statistical learning 

algorithms inspired by biological neural 

networks (the central nervous systems of animals, in 

particular the brain) and are used to estimate 

or approximate functions that can depend on a large 

number of inputs and are generally unknown. 

 

Artificial neural networks are generally presented as 

systems of interconnected "neurons" which can compute 

values from inputs, and are capable of machine learning as 

well as pattern recognition thanks to their adaptive nature. 

For example, a neural network[3] for printed character 

recognition is defined by a set of input neurons which may 

be activated by the pixels of an input image. After being 

weighted and transformed by a function (determined by 

the network's designer), the activations of these neurons 

are then passed on to other neurons. This process is 

repeated until  finally, an output neuron is activated. This 

determines which character was read.  

 
                      Fig4: Neural Network 

Neuron Model (logsig, tansig, purelin): 

An elementary neuron with R inputs is shown below. Each 

input is weighted with an appropriate w. The sum of the 

weighted inputs and the bias forms the input to the transfer 

function f. Neurons can use any differentiable transfer 

function f to generate their output 

 
Fig5: Neuron Model 

 

Genetic algorithm: In the field of artificial intelligence, 

a genetic algorithm (GA)[7,8] is a search heuristic that 

mimics the process of natural selection. This heuristic 

(also sometimes called a meta heuristic) is routinely used 

to generate useful solutions to optimization . Genetic 

algorithms belong to the larger class of evolutionary 

algorithms (EA), which generate solutions to optimization 

problems using techniques inspired by natural evolution, 

such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover. 

 

Genetic programming (GP) is a relatively recent and fast 

developing approach to automatic programming . In 

genetic programming, solutions to a problem are 

represented as computer programs. Darwinian principles 

of natural selection and recombination are used to evolve a 

population of programs towards an effective solution to 

specific problems. The flexibility and expressiveness of 

computer program representation, combined with the 

powerful capabilities of evolutionary search, make GP an 

exciting new method to solve a great variety of problems. 

Since the 1990s, GP has been applied to some real world 

classification problems including detecting and 

recognizing particular classes of objects in images . When 

the features of the characters in the sub-word are 

determined, the next step is to recognize the characters of 

the sub-word. The genetic algorithm[7] approach will be 

used for this purpose. When the features of the characters 

in the sub-word are determined, now we have to  

recognize the characters of the sub-word. The genetic 

algorithm approach will be used for this purpose. Firstly 

we retrieve the image from the database then we 

segmented that image into lines. After segmented lines 

into words and then segment words into sub-words. Now 

we normalized the image and after determine the number 

of peaks in that image. Then we detect loop in the peak . 

Now we compute the height and width of the peak and 

determine left and right connection. After it send this 

peak’s string to the genetic algorithm. Now we apply 

condition that if find last peak in sub-word then go to the 

next condition which is last sub-word in word exist then 

go to the next condition which is last word and if last word 
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is found then end the algorithm and we recognized the 

characters.  Now as the genetic algorithm applies we have 

initial population and then we applying three operators in 

which first is selection which selects the strings and then 

we apply crossover operator which recombining those 

selected strings and after that we apply mutation operator 

those changes strings of 0’s and 1’s form. Now we have to 

apply condition and have to check optimization criteria 

met or not, if met then selects the best string which is our 

solution and if not then send it to in the initial population. 

This is the process of genetic algorithm which is also 

given in flow chart below. 

 
Fig6: Flowchart of genetic algorithm 

 

IV. RESULT 

 Character recognition is the mechanical or electronic 

translation of scanned images of handwritten, typewritten 

or printed text into machine-recognised text. In India, 

more than 300 million people use Devanagari script for 

documentation. There is a need of  a significant 

improvement in the research related to the recognition of 

printed text. In traditional approach when various 

techniques get like Back prapogation algorithm, CSIM, 

support vector machine method get applied it is noticed 

that it provides less correctness and less efficiency. For the 

answer of the above problem and we worked over 

Devanagari character recognition.From the overall 

performance of the result the methodology such as neural 

network and genetic algorithm for  presented here seems 

to be very effective. 

 

Firstly ,you have to give dbimg means database image as 

the input, so that system can extract all the characters 

stored in database and perform segmentation over it. 

 
Fig7: dbimage 

 

Segmentation is nothing but the separation  of individual 

glyps. Paragraph get separated into lines, lines into words 

and words into subwords. Now you can extract the feature 

of an DBimage. 

 
 

After extracting the feature go to the rimgdb, it will extract  

the path of the each character in the database. 

 
 

Now give test image as the input , test image means the 

image from which you want to recognise each character 

,after inputting segmentation get performed over it.. 

 
Fig:Test image 

 
Feature extraction step shows feature which we applied on 

images like GLCM, colour Domino and Histogram. 
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Recognition: 

The recognition of Devnagari characters is based on the 

Neural network and genetic algorithm.. Pdist  is used to 

compute distance to compare the resemblance between 

two binary images with the assumption that there is only 

translation between two images. 

 
 

In machine learning, artificial neural networks (ANNs) are 

a family of statistical learning algorithms inspired 

by biological neural networks . 

 

 
 

To increase the efficiency we have used genetic algorithm, 

which generate solutions to optimization problems using 

techniques inspired by natural evolution. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this project we have proposed neural network and 

genetic algorithm based  approach  to  recognition  of  

printed Devanagari text. As seen from the result the 

overall performance of the system showed that though 

neural network architecture is complex but accuracy of 

ANN can be further increased by increasing the number of 

samples for training the network .Genetic algorithm help 

us to increase the efficiency. The errors in recognizing 

printed Devanagari characters are mainly due to incorrect 

character segmentation of touching or broken characters. 

In India huge volumes of historical documents and 

books(printed in Devanagari script) remain to be digitized 

for better access, sharing, indexing, etc. This will 

definitely be helpful for other research communities in 

India in the areas of social sciences, economics, and 

linguistics. 

 

VI.  FUTURE SCOPE 
In this project, we have presented a  genetic algorithm and 

neural network  algorithm  for character recognition of 

Devanagari Script. The overall successful segmentation 

achieved  is better than  previous  result.  Since at few 

point recognition was good but at few point it was not up 

to the expectations. This may be because of the shape of 

characters or quality of image. All these issues can be 

dealt in the future for printed documents in Devanagari 

script by making few changes to proposed work. At 

present limited experiments have been done on the limited 

fonts and sizes. Work is going on to improve the accuracy 

and speed and extensive experiments are being performed. 

However, the methodology such as neural network and 

genetic algorithm for  presented here seems to be very 

effective. 
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